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1.

TECHNICAL DATA

For Use with:
*Strapping dimensions:
Widths 13mm (1/2"), 16mm (5/8"), 19mm (1/2"), 25mm (1")
Thicknesses 0.4mm (.015")~0.63mm (.025")
*Average seal strength:approx. 80%
*Tensioning capacity:up to approx 8000N
*Weight:3.4kg (7.5 lbs) ± 0.1kg (.22lbs)
*L X W X H : 340mm (13.5") X 100mm (4") X 280mm (11")

2.

II.SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS

RI

1.Read the operating instructions carefully.
2.Eye injury hazard
Failure to wear safety glasses with side shields can result in severe eye
injury or blindness. Always wear safety glasses with side shields which
conform to ANSI Standard Z87.1.1
3.Protective gloves
When handling strap, always wear protective gloves.
4. Strap warnings
Never use strap as a means of pulling or lifting loads. Failure to follow
these warnings can result in severe personal injury.
5. Strap breakage hazard
Improper operation of the tool, excessive tensioning, using strap not
recommended for this tool or sharp corners on the load can result in a
sudden loss of strap tension or in strap breakage during tensioning,
which could result in the following:
*A sudden loss of balance causing you to fall
*Both tool and strap flying violently towards your face.

3.

Note as follows :
*If the load corners are sharp, use edge protectors.
*Place the strap correctly around a properly positioned load.
*When tensioning or se aling, position yourself to one side of the strap and keep all
bystanders away.
*Use the correct strap quality, strap width, strap gauge and strap tensile strength
recommended in this manual for your tool.
6.Cutting tensioned str ap
When cutting strapping, use the proper strapping cutter and keep other
personnel and yourself at a safe distance from the strap. Always stand to
side of the strap, away from the direction the loosened strap end will fly.

7.Fall hazar d.
Keep your working area tidy. Untidiness of your working area may cause
a risk of injury. Maintaining improper footing and/or balance when
operating the tool can cause you to fall. Before tensioning and especially
in elevated areas, always establish good balance. Both feet should be
securely placed on a flat, solid surface, especially when working in
elevated areas. Do not use the tool when you are in an awkward position.
Pay attention to the rules and regulations for preventions of accident
which are valid for the work place.
8.Tool hazar ds
A well maintained tool is a safe tool! Check tool regularly for broken or
worn parts. Never modify any tool. Modification can result in severe
bodily injury.
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III.OPERATION INSTRUCTIONS
STEP 1.
Pull the steel belt to pass through what you pack.

STEP2.
Hold back the grip @ to open the tool.

STEP3.
Place the steel belt in the tool, and then release the grip @ The
steel belt will be in the right position.

5.

STEP4.
Hold the two grip balls
tension handle
belt.

0

with both hands and start to swing the

O from Position B to A Position to tighten the steel

STEP 5.
Pull the tension handle

O back to Position B for the use of the machanics,and then push the sealing

handle 8 forward to shap and cut the steel belt as well.

STEP6.
Hold back the grip and remove the tool from the right and
the packing is completed.
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III.SIMPLE ADJUSMENT AND MAINTENANCE
►l.
Cutter adjustment

Loosen the hexagon hut $, and turn the cylinder screw Ell) down (If you
turn it up, then the cutter will be higher. It is suitable fora thinner steel belt.)
Put the hexagon back and complete the adjustment.
*Do not adjust too much, or the steel belt may break.

►2.
Feed wheel gap adjustment

Loosen the adjustment nut ED, and turn the adjustment screw El)
to adjust the distance between the feed wheel (D and the
gripper.i)This will improve the slipping.
*Do not adjust the feed wheel (D and the gripper i)to be in
contact with each other. This will cause the attrition.

7.

►3.
Strap width specification adjustment

3.1 Replace the interspace plate fl (specification 19mm / 3/4") with the interspace plate f! (specification
16mm to 5/8") or the interspace plate 4l(specification 13mm or 1/2"). If you need to adjust to 25mm (1")
width, then there is no need to install any interspace plate.
3.2 Loosen the screws on the strap guide frontG) , and then move to the right or left to fit the width of the
steel belt.(same as 3.1)
3.3 Loosen the screws on the strap guide rear@, and then move to the right or left to fit the width of the
steel belt.(same as 3.1 and 3.2)

4l13mm (1/2")

f! 16mm (5/8")

fl 19mm (3/4")

25mm (1")
25mm(1") 19mm(3/4") 16mm (5/8") 13mm (1/2")

13mm (1/2") 16mm (5/8")

19mm (3/4")
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►4.
Exchange the dies and
the cutter

After extended use, the slight attrition of the tool parts is normal,
and replacement of the dies � or the cutter � is advisable.

►5.
Force draw back of
the trap

When the trap stalls in the tool or is resisting, press the tension
pawl I, back and forth between jam plate(l) (9 and the jam
plate(2)@, and tap the steel belt so it will be released.
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►6.
Maintenance

Clean up the internal part of the tool regularly.
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